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Abstract 

Critical infrastructure, such as transport networks and bridges, are systematically targeted during wars and 

suffer damage during extensive natural disasters. The former is because critical infrastructure is vital for enabling 

connectivity and transportation of people and goods, and hence, underpins national and international economic 

growth. Mass destruction of transport assets, in conjunction with minimal or no accessibility in the wake of natural 

and anthropogenic disasters, prevents us from delivering rapid recovery and adaptation. As a result, systemic 

operability is drastically reduced, leading to low levels of resilience. Thus, there is a need for rapid assessment of 

its condition to allow for informed decision-making for restoration prioritisation.  A solution to this challenge is to 

use technology that enables stand-off observations. Nevertheless, no methods exist for automated characterisation 

of damage at multiple scales, i.e. regional (e.g., network), asset (e.g., bridges), and structural (e.g., road pavement) 

scales. Moreover, there is no systematic correlation between infrastructure damage assessments across these scales 

due to the lack of integrated approaches. We propose a methodology based on an integrated, multi-scale tiered 

approach to fill this capability gap. In doing so, we demonstrate how automated damage characterisation can be 

enabled by fit-for-purpose digital technologies. Next, the methodology is applied and validated to a case study in 

Ukraine that includes 17 bridges, damaged by human targeted interventions. From regional to component scale, we 

deploy technology to integrate assessments using Sentinel-1 SAR images, crowdsourced information, and high-

resolution images for deep learning to facilitate automatic damage detection and characterisation. For the first time, 

the interferometric coherence difference and semantic segmentation of images were deployed in a tiered multi-scale 

approach to improve the reliability of damage characterisations at different scales. This integrated methodology 

automates and hence accelerates decision-making to facilitate more efficient restoration and adaptation efforts, 

ultimately building resilience into our infrastructure. 

Keywords: critical infrastructure, automatic damage detection, damage characterisation, multi-scale, targeted 

attacks, resilience, remote sensing, deep learning 

1. Introduction 

Critical infrastructure assets, like bridges, have a vital role for the transportation of goods, accessibility, and 

the economy, facilitating the flow of people, vehicles, and goods over obstacles like water bodies and valleys. 

Therefore, systematic maintenance and monitoring of their condition is of paramount importance to ensure their 

undisrupted operation [1]. During periods of warfare and conflict, bridges are often targeted due to their pivotal 
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role, making them susceptible to frequent attacks. Bridge damage of different extent, significantly impact their 

functionality and restoration costs, including direct and indirect expenses, such as repairs, replacements, and 

rehabilitation efforts.[2] Also, damage affects the structural integrity and their load-bearing capacity, often leading 

to traffic restrictions or closures to prevent safety risks, crucial for regional infrastructure efficiency. Conducting 

thorough preliminary assessments of damage in inaccessible regions [3],[4] facilitates remote restoration planning 

and informed decision-making. The presence of violence and threats in conflict zones challenges conventional and 

traditional approaches to damage assessment, which typically rely on manual detection and on-site surveys [5]. In 

the event of mass destruction of critical infrastructure followed by limited accessibility, our ability to enhance 

resilience through rapid assessments and restoration is hindered [6], leading to significant direct and indirect losses, 

and hence, delays in restoring normal economic activity [7]. However, damage assessment can be facilitated 

substantially by automated integration of digital technologies [4]. Although individual digital technologies and data 

sources have been widely adopted, integrating different technologies is seen as a practical approach to addressing 

gaps that arise from using a single method. Furthermore, there is increasing momentum in data fusion of various 

methods, scales, and precisions, which allows for the development of more sophisticated and automated data-driven 

decision making. Various automatic data integration procedures and synergistic combination of data with different 

spatial and temporal resolutions will facilitate automatic multi-scale exchange of information obtained from 

disparate sources.[8] Therefore, an integrated assessment framework is needed, combining different scales, i.e. 

regional, infrastructure asset, and component. Leveraging digital technologies in automatic way, this framework 

aids in restoration strategies, providing intelligence to decision-makers, governments, and funders for effective 

investment prioritisation in rebuilding conflict-devastated urban environments. 

2. State of the art and background 

2.1. Stand-off observations for damage characterisation 

Critical asset safety is typically assessed by periodical site inspections and testing [9],[10], to inform decisions 

for targeted maintenance, which are typically time-consuming, costly [11], risky and possibly inaccurate [12]. In 

some cases, manned inspections are impossible, such as in war zones, due to safety risks and inaccessibility. 

Extensive damage often requires large-scale spatial inspections, which may slow down the recovery process as they 

rarely account for the importance and interdependencies of assets at the regional scale. This inadequacy renders 

them insufficient for the effective post-disaster management of large portfolios of assets and regions [13],[14]. 

Therefore, there is an urgent need for more reliable and rapid decision-making for prioritisation of restoration 

strategies that will use disparate digital or traditional data sources, available after natural hazards, such as floods 

[15], earthquakes [16], landslides [17], and conflicts [18] to accelerate recovery [19].  

Available methods for infrastructure assessment include e.g., Global Position System (GPS), terrestrial 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Interferometry (InSAR), Internet of Things (IoT) and digital image correlation 

(DIC) [19],[20],[21],[22],[23]. However, these methods are either effective at the macroscale, facilitating recovery 

of regions, or at the microscale, e.g., UAVs, GNSS [24],[25], where data is used to develop models of individual 

assets [26]. More recently, satellite imagery has become a prospective tool for remote evaluation of infrastructure 

damage. Yet, these technologies have not been integrated in a way to facilitate assessments and decisions at different 

scales, which is a capability needed to enable efficient restoration strategies.[27] For example, in the case of bridges, 

stand-off damage characterisation is so far mainly focused at asset or component damage indicators, measuring 

structural deflections [28],[29], soil settlements [30], cracking [31],[32] and corrosion [33]. Structural health 

monitoring at asset and component scale with the use of computer vision-based [34] and remote sensing 

technologies enable the assessment, management, and maintenance of bridges [34], [35],[36]. This way, efficient 

decision-making toward restoration measures and infrastructure recovery is underpinned both at macro and micro 

scale. The current advances on the use of InSAR imagery in infrastructure damage assessment is discussed in section 

2.2.  
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2.2. Use of InSAR imagery and open data in infrastructure assessment 

Earth Observation (EO) technologies are deployed for non-invasive observation and evaluation of affected 

areas, using satellite images and geospatial data. EO and especially Synthetic-Aperture Radar (SAR) images are 

increasingly being used as a tool for rapid mapping and damage characterisation after disasters, such as earthquakes 

and floods [8], [37],[38],[39],[40],[41], [42]. Combination of Geospatial Intelligence (GEOINT) [43],[44], and EO 

products of geospatial data also facilitates the identification of spatial patterns related to hazard susceptibilities that 

may lead to infrastructure vulnerabilities [45],[46],[47],[48]. An example is the identification of earthquake-induced 

building damage using backscatter intensity and phase signals from Interferometric Synthetic-Aperture Radar 

(InSAR) images [49],[50],[51]. In this case, the Coherent Change Detection (CCD) techniques can utilise the phase 

signal correlation of InSAR products by comparing land changes before and after the events, to detect the affected 

areas, enabling, to a certain degree, the characterisation of the damage of infrastructure and the natural environment 

[51],[52],[53].  

Most of the studies  thus far (e.g., [36]-[41],[45],[49],[50]) primarily focused on assessing damage as a result 

of natural hazards. However, structural destructions, caused by human-induced hazards, e.g., wars and, terror 

attacks, follow different patterns and have different characteristics; damaged assets, are sparsely distributed in 

intricate urban environments, occupying only a minor part of urban areas, while the majority of the surrounding 

environment might be unaffected. Such cases are associated with a notable imbalance between damaged and 

undamaged structures, which is unique in conflict zones but not in areas affected by climate hazards, e.g., floods or 

earthquakes. As a result, the considerable class imbalance in conjunction with the heterogeneous urban 

environments cause significant challenges in identifying damaged assets, which makes the damage characterisation 

very challenging. Such an obstacle could be eliminated by the implementation of additional investigations using 

open data, e.g., crowdsourcing, Open Street Maps, online open platforms. Another common feature of the majority 

of studies is their reliance on high-resolution satellite imagery [19]. Unavailability of such high-resolution satellite 

data during and after the conflict, due to confidentiality and national security, comprise significant hurdles to 

assessing the damage by this approach. Given the above circumstances, the application of low-resolution satellite 

imagery, especially in conditions of high heterogeneity of damage level, becomes compelling and noteworthy for 

the damage characterisation of infrastructure assets on conflict-torn territories.  

2.3. AI techniques and crowdsourcing in damage detection 

Deep learning and Computer Vision (CV) are subset methods of AI focused on the automatic extraction of 

useful information from image or video data to facilitate the assessment and understanding of the underlying 

physical world [57]. These technologies have been increasingly used in civil engineering to automatically perform 

a number of tasks related to inspections, monitoring, and assessment of infrastructure, often complementing, or 

even replacing manual analysis [58]. 

Leveraging Machine Learning (ML) and CV methods, we can learn intricate patterns from vast datasets, 

enabling automatic, highly accurate and efficient damage detection [57],[59]. The recent increase in computation 

power enhanced the usage of deep learning and Computer Vision for handling a variety of ML tasks in practical 

scenarios [59],[60],[61].  

Possible approaches to localise damage in images include object detection and segmentation. For example, 

CNNs have been used to classify concrete cracks and determine the types of road damage [62],[63]. However, 

existing methods often treat damage as a high-level concept rather than a well-defined object, creating conceptual 

mismatches [64]. To overcome this limitation, we propose damage detection based on heat mapping and Grad-

CAM localisation. 

Current research on disaster damage detection and assessment relies heavily on macro-level imagery, such as 

remote sensing imagery [54] or images collected by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) [55]. With the growth of 

social media platforms, real-time information about infrastructure damage and destruction can be found through 

textual data analysis and images posted by eyewitnesses. [65]. Social media image analysis using convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs) serves as an auxiliary source for assessing infrastructure damage [56]. 

Automated vision-based structural inspection using semantic segmentation algorithms enables rapid analysis 

of the conditions of the infrastructure assets affected by hazards, in conditions of limited time, accessibility and 

resource constraints [66], [67]. CV tasks enhanced by deep learning empower machines to autonomously discern 
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and identify asset component and the fundamental characteristics of a damaged asset [68]. This involves the 

utilisation of advanced neural network architectures to automatically extract intricate patterns and relevant features 

from the provided data. The integration of deep learning and CV tasks significantly enhances the machine's ability 

to comprehend and interpret complex visual and textual information related to asset damage. This approach includes 

the following tasks, as described in Figure 1 [69]: (a) image classification based on labelled image, e.g., spalling, 

crack; (b) patch-wise classification where each patch is classified as either presenting a crack or not; (c) object 

localisation where bounding box indicates the position of the defect; (d) object localisation based on heatmap; (e) 

object detection; (f) semantic segmentation to classify individual pixels. Thus, CV algorithms assist in localising 

and quantifying structural defects and damages [70],[71], eliminating the necessity for labour-intensive and highly 

subjective on-site inspections [72], [73].  

The pre-processing of images for damage detection can been performed based on state-of-the art models like 

the Segment Anything Model (SAM), capable to generate high-quality masks. Its core involves the establishment 

of a data engine, which comprises three stages: assisted-manual annotation, semi-automatic annotation, and fully 

automatic annotation, with refinements and improvements at each stage of the process.  

Researchers focus on refining deep learning-based model architecture [74] and enhancing training data quality 

and quantity [75],[76] to improve damage detection techniques. The Bidirectional Feature Pyramid Network model 

[77] has been instrumental in locating damage in locating damage with high accuracy (96%). Data augmentation 

techniques and transfer learning of trained models based on the ImageNet dataset [78] also contribute to improving 

detection accuracy. A comprehensive comparative analysis between Mask R-CNN and YOLO (You Only Look 

Once) model is presented in [79]. The study takes into account diverse data types, encompassing visual images, 

point cloud, infrared thermal imaging, ground-penetrating radar, vibration response, and other relevant types of 

data. Deep learning methods, thus, offer robust tools for analysing different data sources, promising enhanced 

efficiency, accuracy, and automation in structural health monitoring. 

 
Figure 1. Computer Vision tasks empowered by Deep Learning for (a) image classification; (b) patch-wise 

classification; (c-d) object localisation; (e) object detection; (f) semantic segmentation. 

2.4. Extensive damage challenges traditional methods - knowledge gaps and novelty 

Extensive destruction of bridges, coupled with limited or no access to these critical assets during and on the 

aftermath of extensive natural or human-induced disasters, hinders our ability to characterise the damage and build 

resilience into critical infrastructure and communities [6]. This is because the damage assessment that includes (a) 

the damage mode and cause, (b) the extent, also known as damage level, (c) the accessibility and (d) its 

interdependencies with other assets and systems, and (e) the availability of resources (funds, labour, materials), are 

the dominant factors in decision making. These factors shape the adaptation and restoration strategies, and this gave 

the motivation for this paper which focuses on automatic damage characterisation approach. 

Even though there has been extensive research in specific technologies for damage identification at (i) macro 

(regional) and (ii) meso (asset) and (iii) micro (component) scale, there is no framework that integrates different 

scales of damage characterisation. Thus, research outcomes have not been integrated into unified engineering 
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framework, while most of research concerns endeavours by computer and/or earth observation scientists, who 

neglect engineering principles and practice. Therefore, research either misses the importance of asset damage state 

in (i), which may affect the operability of the region, or misses the state of the functionality level of the region in 

(ii) that may prevent the timely restoration of assets. In both cases, resilience is dramatically affected by the absence 

of knowledge integration in damage characterisation at different scales. This is a challenging gap in the knowledge 

toward which this paper contributes. For example, natural hazard-induced damage and assessment by satellite 

imagery may not be straightforward for human-induced hazards, e.g., wars, terror attacks, because of the high-class 

imbalance due to destruction, affecting only a small part of urban areas, surrounded by unaffected environment. 

The absence of geographical patterns, typical for natural damages, and diverse characteristics of urban environments 

cause certain challenges in the identification of affected assets within the whole infrastructural system. Moreover, 

the unavailability of high-resolution satellite data in conflict-prone regions due to security and confidentiality 

emphasises the unique nature of human-induced hazards.  

To the authors’ best knowledge, this is the first tiered approach, that integrates disparate open-access sources 

toward a multi-scale rapid automatic damage characterisation of critical infrastructure in conflict-prone regions. 

This paper puts forward a framework for the use of disparate technologies and openly available data to characterise 

damage at different scales from regional, to asset, to component and ultimately enables rapid and well-informed 

decisions toward restoration (see Figure 2). The focus is on regional networks that include bridges, affected by 

shelling. This framework identifies damage of critical infrastructure using the InSAR Coherent Change Detection 

(CCD) method, utilising interferometric coherence difference values to evaluate the damage level. CCD-based 

assessments are then validated using stand-off observations, e.g., openly available satellite images and photographs 

as well as inspection records, open data, and crowdsourcing. When asset-specific CCD information is not adequate 

to make a decision regarding damage characterisation, an asset-scale approach is deployed for damage 

characterisation. The latter detects damage at component scale, using semantic segmentation for automatic 

localisation and damage classification. The method scouts a number of appropriate AI pre-trained big models for 

component-specific damage detection in the context of post-disaster inspection, taking into consideration the 

uncertainties in the obstruction of the subject and complex backgrounds.  

This integrated framework is demonstrated and validated for a case study region in Ukraine, aimed at quickly 

characterising post-conflict damage in transport infrastructure at asset and component scale within a short time 

frame. Irrespective of the scale, the framework integrates these methods to conclude with reliable identification of 

damage level. 

3. Methodology for rapid multi-scale damage assessment 

3.1. Methodology, framework, and data for damage analysis at different scales 

Figure 2 describes the integrated framework for automated damage characterisation toward decisions for 

restoration. The figure indicates different scales of assessment, i.e. region (R), asset (A) and component (C). More 

detail regarding the research specific terminology is available in the Appendix A. The methodology commences 

with the threat identification and proceeds with the selection of the assessment scale: for all the assets residing 

within the region of interest, openly available data are used to map the critical assets and their interdependencies. 

Damage detection at regional and asset scale is conducted (see more in Figure 3), by employing remote sensing 

technologies, e.g., ESA Open Hub. If the damage characterisation results to high level of confidence, and hence, to 

accurate damage characterisation, then the only hurdle to designing and applying a restoration strategy is the 

connectivity, and therefore, accessibility to the asset. For example, if the asset is a bridge, connectivity to the bridge 

will be sought both through the road network, which the bridge belongs to, and through other routes that may lead 

to critical regions. If access to the asset is possible, then we can proceed with decisions, detailed designs, and the 

restoration strategy. If not, then the level of damage of the connection (e.g., road connecting the bridge) should be 

assessed using the same method. In this case, damage characterisation for the connectivity (e.g., roads) is also 

conducted by remote sensing.  

If damage characterisation at scale (A) is insufficient for making decisions and designs for restoration, then 

additional information is required to inform decision-making. That would lead to higher level of accuracy by 
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characterising damage at (C) scale, using high-resolution images from open-access platforms (see Figure 4). Based 

on this a decision can be made that the damage characterisation is adequate to proceed with the restoration strategy. 

Otherwise, better quality data should be sought (e.g., testing, inspections) to proceed with designs of restoration and 

adaptation measures.  

 

Figure 2. Framework for automated damage characterisation at different scales: regional (R), asset (A) and 

component (C) toward decisions for restoration. The framework description continues with figures 3 and 6. 

3.2. Method for damage characterisation at regional and asset scale 

Damage characterisation at regional and asset scale comprises utilisation of open-access satellite imagery, such 

as Sentinel-1 Single Look Complex (SLC) products and crowdsourced data, e.g., OpenStreetMap (OSM) data for 

the period of interest, i.e., the time during which extensive damage is inflicted at the area of interest. The damage 

evaluation at regional and asset scale is performed with the four phases described in Figure 3. A more detailed 

version of this flowchart is available in the Appendix A. 
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Figure 3. Workflow for damage evaluation at regional (R) and asset (A) scale based on four phases: Phase 1 

(grey-dashed box): data preparation with the use of satellite and geospatial datasets, including location and 

geometry data of critical assets, residing within the boundaries of the selected study area; Phase 2 (red-dashed 

box): data pre-processing using satellite datasets, including generation of the Coherence products (e.g., Sentinel-

1 SAR SLC images); Phase 3(yellow-dashed box): main data processing, including estimation of Coherent 

Change Detection (CCD) and development of a semi-automated method for the damage detection on 

infrastructure assets, e.g., bridges; and Phase 4 (blue-dashed box): damage evaluation at asset scale using CCD 

values. 

In Phase 1, the Sentinel-1 mission interferometric wide swath (IW) SAR images are obtained in ascending and 

descending geometry, covering the region of interest, and the assumed time of hazard from open access platforms 

(e.g., ESA Open Hub) [80], [81]. Simultaneously, for the preliminary estimation of the geographic coordinates of 

the affected assets, data can be obtained from open-access data platforms, e.g., OpenStreetMap (OSM) [83] and 

crowdsourcing [84],[85],[86]). This includes, e.g., transport route disruption, disrupted connectivity in the region, 

and destruction of assets and connections reported in social and other open-source platforms. Phase 2 includes the 

pre-processing of Sentinal-1 SAR SLC images using the Sentinel Application Platform (SNAP) architecture [82]. 

The left part of the workflow describes the process of splitting the images on the selected sub-swath with the specific 

bursts that cover the study area (TOPSAR split). This includes orbital correction by using the precise orbit files 

(Orbit correction). Subsequently, the images are corregistrated using the Digital Elevation Model of Shuttle Radar 

Topography Mission (DEM SRTM) -1 arcsec [87]. With this exercise the interferometric pairs before and after the 

damage are generated. A coherence estimation is implemented in every interferometric pair followed by the 
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“TOPSAR-deburst” and “Multilook” steps. Next, the coherence products are geocoded using the DEM SRTM-1 

arcsec and grouped in stacks in order to calculate the CCD. The damage detection takes place during Phase 3, the 

main processing stage, which involves the geospatial analysis for two stacks of images: a pair of pre-damage 

products and a pair of one pre- and one post- damage products. First, the image pairs are georeferenced via Terrain 

correction. Then, InSAR coherence products, calculated for the two pairs of SAR images, are calculated, serving as 

an indicator of the similarity in radar reflections between examined datasets. The result represents the level of 

correlation in the phase of the corresponding pixels of the two images. Any changes in the backscattered signal of 

the satellite are recognised as decorrelation of the phase. As a result, changes in the scene from one acquisition to 

the next are detected and recorded. Changes between the two images reduces the coherence value and negatively 

affects the accuracy over the distance measurement between the antenna of the satellite and Earth’s surface [88]. 

The coherence (γ), which is also defined as the complex correlation coefficient between two SAR scenes, u1 and u2, 

is estimated using Equation (1) [89]: 
*

1 2

2 2

1 2

E u u

E u E u


  =

   
   

                           Equation (1) 

where E{} represents the mathematical expectation and * is the complex conjugate operator. The coherence 

values range from low (γ=0) to high (γ=1) (high coherence). Pixels with high coherence values are characterised as 

stable, as they have very small variations over time. Low coherence values indicate significant changes. Coherence 

is utilised here to identify damage of the built environment [89],[53], in that any change in the visible plan view of 

the asset would be identified as CCD. Regarding the calculation of CCD, this requires three images: a pair of images 

that are acquired before the event (pre), and another pair of images, one obtained before and one after the event 

(post) [90], that causes the change of CCD. CCD values range from -1 to 1. Positive values represent areas with 

significant differences, indicating changes in the region under study that includes the built environment and/or the 

ground surface. Values close to zero indicate stable areas between satellite passes, while negative values are new 

stable areas appearing during the interval between the two coherence products. The CCD is calculated as per 

Equation (2): 

( ) ( )CCD pre post = −                      Equation (2) 

For example, if the coherence of the two images acquired before the hazard event is high, e.g., γ(pre)=0.9, this will 

show high correlation between the images and high stability in the built environment, i.e., no change or damage 

occurred during the time that the two images were taken. If the coherence between a pair of SAR images obtained 

before and after the hazard event is lower, e.g., γ(post)=0.5, it indicates, that the hazard event has resulted in damage 

changes in the investigated area. Thus, CCD is a measure of change which is correlated here to the infrastructure 

damage level. 

In Phase 4, coherence and CCD products are integrated into a Geographic Information System (GIS), e.g., 

ArcGIS, QGIS, to illustrate the built environment or ground surface, where CCD values indicate potential change, 

and hence, damage if this refers to structural assets. Specifically, the products of this phase highlight the changes 

between periods before- and after- the induced damage, offering a semi-automatic way of detecting significant 

changes. Based on that, the coherence and CCD products are considered mutually in order to focus on areas close 

to the investigated asset of interest. Thus, coherence tells us about the consistency or stability of surfaces, and CCD 

products help us spot changes over time and to pinpoint areas thus identify signs of damage that may require 

inspection and repair. After defining their coordinates, assets of interest are examined in more detail using open 

data sources (e.g., Google Maps, OSM) and Setinel-1 images for cross-validation and specification for the final 

assessment. The spectral subset region in geographical coordinates using WKT-format is used to indicate the area 

of interest of each assessed asset. Then, the results are exported to GIS environment for illustration, geographical 

collocation, and damage characterisation at asset scale. Thus, different ranges of CCD results indicate different 

damage levels, which can be local or global. This classification of damage to different prescribed levels can be 

performed based on engineering criteria as described in section 4.2 and Figure 10. 
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3.3. Method for automated damage characterisation at component scale 

When the regional or asset scale assessment is not adequate to make decisions regarding restoration, a detailed 

component-scale assessment is required. This includes detection and automatic localisation and classification of 

damage using semantic segmentation, which is described from a methodological point of view and also illustrated 

in [91],[92]. For assets, detected with high coherence values for which macroscopic remote sensing data is not 

adequate to make decision, further visual information is collected from open platforms. For example, in the case 

study of this paper, images from Damage In UA and UADamage have been used (see section 4). The images that 

have visible structural damage are then processed using selected CV techniques to automatically detect the condition 

of the components. For this, two steps are required: (i) component segmentation, for the detection of specific 

components of the structure such as deck or pier of a bridge; and (ii) instance segmentation, for the assessment of 

damage types for the component. As in some instances, images are taken under adverse conditions that limit the 

image resolution, targeted techniques for image pre-processing based on large pre-trained foundational models are 

used to improve the quality of images and remove the occlusion. Applying these large pre-trained foundational 

models expanded the capabilities to downstream and customise our CV tasks. Similarly, models pre-trained for 

image-text matching, like Grounded Language-Image Pre-training (GLIP) [93],[94] and Contrastive Language-

Image Pre-Training (CLIP)[95] were used for this purpose. The pre-processing of all images for component damage 

detection was performed based on state-of-the art model for instance segmentation, the Segment Anything Model 

(SAM) [91]. SAM model can be seen in Figure 4a. Figure 4b illustrates an SAM-based architecture with a self-

generating prompter mechanism.  
 

  

(a)  

 
(b) 

Figure 4. (a) Segment Anything Model Overview [91]: The architecture of the SAM model includes a 

heavyweight image decoder, a prompt decoder, and a lightweight mask encoder. The image decoder generates 

image embeddings, and the prompt decoder accepts two types of prompts: sparse (points, bounding boxes, text) 

and dense (masks) from human, converting prompts into prompt embeddings. The mask decoder generates 
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corresponding masks based on both the image and prompt embeddings. The diagram illustrates an input with a 

point prompt (green star) on the main body of a bridge. SAM then generates three different masks corresponding 

to the whole, parts, and subparts of the bridge. Such original SAM architecture relies on manual prompts and 

cannot autonomously perform CV tasks; (b) SAM-based RSPrompter with prompter [92]: This architecture 

replaces the prompt encoder with prompter which can receive output from the image encoder and extracting key 

features to train itself in generating the required prompts, enabling the algorithm to execute automatically. Heavy 

SAM’s image encoder will be frozen and not participate in training. Such architecture can perform CV tasks 

automatically, and maintain state-of-the-art levels compared with other instance segmentation models. 

A suitable prompt can accurately generate the masks required by the user. As shown in Figure 5, only two 

prompt points are needed to select the most matching mask, which is the crack in the figure that is used for 

component damage characterisation. This new method transforms the way we assess damage at structural 

component level. 

   

(a) Image (b) All mask 
(c) Mask generated through 

prompt points 

Figure 5. Generation of the mask required by the user through prompt points at component scale 

In this paper, various image pre-processing techniques were employed to achieve component automatic 

damage characterisation, including Grounded-SAM, which integrates Grounding DINO (self-distillation with no 

labels) [93] and SAM, built upon GLIP [94]. It is designed for open-set object detection and utilises image-text 

pairs to assign tags to masks generated by SAM. In this paper, we used common open-vocabulary detection, such 

as the identification of bridges, road, and vehicles. Stable diffusion [96] is a generative AI model based on deep 

learning, a widely recognised image generation algorithm, which is employed for image inpainting to eliminate 

occlusions that obscure our primary detected objects, like bridges. By applying an anti-diffusion process on the 

image, its greatest advantage lies in generating highly relevant and context-consistent repair content. Figure 6 

presents our workflow diagram for automatic localisation and classification of damage at component scale.  

Starting with the selected images collected from open platforms, the input image is firstly processed using 

SAM’s anything mode to detect all potential masks present in the image. Subsequently, each mask is assigned 

labels, and those with the “bridge” label are singled out. Following this step, a decision is made based on whether 

there is occlusion, in which case damage characterisation follows the occlusion restoration (blue dashed box in 

Figure 6) or not (green dashed box in Figure 6), where damage characterisation is performed. 
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Figure 6. Flowchart, illustrating the damage characterisation method at component scale. 

The damage characterisation process utilises the masks of bridge identified previously, excluding all pixel 

except those within the bridge masks. Utilising a pre-trained SAM with self-generating prompt, the model can 

automatically detect damage, such as cracks. The other process first captures masks intersecting with the bridge. 

These intersected masks are considered areas requiring treatment, employing stable diffusion for inpainting. This 

process generates the missing parts of the bridge structure due to occlusions. Subsequently, similar to the process 

of damage characterisation, another pre-trained SAM with self-generating prompt automatically performs bridge 

component recognition tasks based on the repaired bridge image. Finally, the identification outcomes from both 

processes merge, enabling the determination of where the damages have occurred within the bridge components. 

This is a fully automated procedure that facilitates the damage characterisation for detection of structural damages 

at the component scale. 

4. Application to a case study: analysis, results, and discussion 

4.1. Description of the case study area 

The case study is an inaccessible region, for which it is challenging to assess infrastructure damage toward 

restoration measures. In Ukraine, extensive destruction of civil infrastructure has taken place as a result of missile 

attacks, shelling, and artillery fire. Roads and traffic have been extensively disrupted, due to the damage inflicted 

on over 345 bridges across the country [97]. This damage was more pronounced in the Kyiv region and in particular 

the bridges along the Irpin river, leading to systematic damage and disruption of connection routes, e.g., Bucha-

Kyiv, Hostomel-Kyiv, Irpin-Kyiv. These bridges are particularly important because they serve logistic and supply 

routes, and facilitate the evacuation of civilian population of the capital through humanitarian corridors (see Figure 

7 [98], [99]). The critical role of the bridges in this region, their considerable damage, and the fact that they are not 
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accessible for assessment and decision-making due to the ongoing hostilities, gave the motivation for this case study 

(Figure 7). The aim of this case study is to validate the efficiency of the framework proposed herein, by identifying 

and characterising the level of damage of selected bridges along Irpin river, and therefore, enhance the resilience of 

the area by accelerating decision-making. The assessment is at the three scales described above (from regional to 

component), by implementing the methodology described in section 3. 

 

Figure 7. (a) Case study area, west of Kyiv, Ukraine (the numbers indicate bridge IDs). Examples of damage 

evidence on bridge over the Irpin river (B1 in this case study) from open-access data: (b) satellite imagery of the 

damaged bridge captured by Maxar [100] and (c) witness of extensive destruction of the same bridge from social 

media [101]. 

4.2. Regional and asset scale damage characterisation 
The methodology described in section 3.2 is implemented initially at regional scale. Open geospatial data from 

OpenStreetMap are utilised to select the river crossing bridges essential to connectivity. Alternative routes are 

sparse or unavailable and hence the network is of low redundancy. This observation was used as a selection criterion 

and hence bridges that can be bypassed through alternative routes, thus, are less critical for connectivity, were not 

included in this analysis.  

Bridges crossing the Irpin river in the area of interest were visually validated and geometrically corrected using 

open access Google Satellite Imagery and high spatial resolution optical images of the Maxar basemap in ArcGIS 

pro. Initially, a total of 24 assets (ID 1 to 24) were processed, which, according to OpenStreetMap serve as bridges. 

Then, the coordinates of the assets were automatically identified for further localised analysis as per Table A.1 in 

Appendix A. The same table provides information for the structures analysed, also openly available online on 

OpenStreetMap and Google Maps, including bridge types and their dimensions. Next, each asset was processed 

individually in detail. Google Maps and Setinel-1 images were used, while a number of assets were excluded from 

the list. The ones excluded were the assets with ID 18 to 21, which were confirmed that were not serving as typical 

bridges. The last filter applied was based on the length of the assets, and hence, assets with ID 22, 23 and 24 were 

also excluded, due to very small length (<10m) that corresponds to culverts, thus can be bypassed by temporary 

works. A total of 17 bridges went through filtering for further processing, i.e. assets with ID 1 to 17 (see Table A.1). 

Following screening, the case study area at the west of Kyiv was delineated, and for this area appropriate radar 

images were obtained and processed at the asset scale. 

At asset scale, SAR Single Look Complex (SLC) images of Sentinel-1 mission for the period of interest, i.e. 

time of human interventions leading to damage of critical infrastructure in the Kyiv region, were used to detect and 
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evaluate damage. To obtain the coherence products, three Sentinel-1 mission interferometric wide swath (IW) SAR 

images were obtained in ascending and descending geometry covering the time period from February 2022 to March 

2022, i.e., the time when extensive destruction of infrastructure occurred. For the analysis, the coherence values for 

two pairs Sentinel-1 images were estimated, describing two time periods (TP); TP1: 19/01/2022 and 12/02/2022, 

TP2: 12/02/2022 and 01/04/2022. Typically, as the two images of TP1 were acquired in a short order and under 

similar conditions, i.e., the same incidence angle and environmental conditions, the coherence, which expresses the 

similarity of the radar reflection between them is expected to be high, ideally close to 1 However, the method for 

damage evaluation at regional and asset scales relies primarily on the utilisation of freely available Sentinel-1 

products, albeit with certain limitations. Hence, the data obtained from low-resolution satellite imagery is 

considered here with caution in regard to its accuracy. This is because results are not always appropriate for bridge 

post-disaster damage characterisation at asset scale, due to low image resolution, inappropriate sensor 

characteristics, low radar frequency and small size of the asset analysed. 

As the use of Setinel-1 low resolution images provides limited opportunity for accurate identification of the 

damage level, for some of the assets the resolution of images was not sufficient. This is because the coherence 

values were very low (e.g., below 0.5) for the pairs of the images examined. However, for some structures the 

proposed approach has demonstrated the outstanding capability of damage assessment when access is restricted. 

The pairs of images, for which coherence results before the hazard occurrence (TP1) were high (above 0.7), are of 

high reliability. Taking into account these remarks, the coherence between the first image pair was used to assess 

the applicability of the method developed in damage characterisation and decision making. All assets were classified 

by the Level of Knowledge (LoK) that reflects the degree of reliability of results. This is based on the image 

resolution that influences the coherence between the pair of images at TP1. Three LoK are considered based on 

engineering judgement, i.e., low (LoKL), medium (LoKM), and high (LoKH). All the coherence values below 0.5 

indicate low quality of satellite products for damage evaluation in this paper (see Table 1, Figure 8 and Figure 9).  

Two coherence products were analysed in this case study: that are the local (γLOC), indicating the maximum 

coherence between corresponding pixels in the pair of images, and global (γGL), which indicates the range, for which 

95% of the data is within two standard deviations (2σ) of the mean value (see more details in Appendix A). Figure 

8 shows a general trend of reduction of the coherence values for all bridges examined, irrespective of the damage 

level and the degree of reliability of results. Table 2 shows the numerical results of the maximum local values of 

coherence (γLOC) for each pair of images (TP1, TP2) as per columns 4 and 5, and values, with lower dispersion from 

the mean in the analysed area, see columns 2 and 3.  
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Table 1. Data level of knowledge (LoK) and appropriateness for damage characterisation 

LoK γLOC γGL 
Colour 

legend 

Reliability level of 

results 
Decision making/ Usefulness 

LoKH  
0.75-

1.0 

0.70-

1.0 
 High  

Method and open-access data applicable for damage evaluation 

at asset scale. Appropriate for decision making and damage 

characterisation at component scale 

LoKM  
0.55-

0.75 

0.50-

0.70 
 Medium 

Method and open-access data useful for damage evaluation at 

asset scale on some occasions (e.g., for very substantial 

damage). Additional information (e.g., inspections, 

crowdsourcing, images with higher resolution) may be needed 

for decision making 

LoKL 
0.0-

0.55 

0.0-

0.50 
 Low 

Method and open-access data not applicable for damage 

evaluation at asset scale. Additional information, e.g., 

inspections, is needed for decision-making/restoration 

 

 

Table 2. Results of post-disaster damage assessment using Sentinel-1 SAR images at asset scale  

Bridge ID 
γGL γLOC CCD 

LoK  DL* 
Before (TP1) After (TP2) Before (TP1) After (TP2) CCDGL CCDLOC 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 

B1 0.816 0.501 0.829 0.517 0.523 0.632 LoKH DLH 

B2 0.859 0.611 0.967 0.829 0.499 0.540 LoKH DLH 

B3 0.625 0.437 0.651 0.461 0.375 0.384 LoKM DLM 

B4 0.229 0.211 0.376 0.295 0.118 0.241 LoKL NA 

B5 0.633 0.387 0.652 0.389 0.333 0.387 LoKM DLM 

B6 0.876 0.717 0.889 0.754 0.144 0.390 LoKH DLL 

B7 0.567 0.527 0.570 0.558 0.142 0.156 LoKM DLL 

B8 0.359 0.433 0.436 0.435 -0.112 -0.115 LoKL NA 

B9 0.889 0.330 0.890 0.338 0.666 0.730 LoKH DLH 

B10 0.469 0.506 0.469 0.506 -0.145 -0.145 LoKL NA 

B11 0.588 0.526 0.588 0.526 0.280 0.280 LoKL NA 

B12 0.504 0.446 0.526 0.456 0.188 0.189 LoKL NA 

B13 0.406 0.346 0.505 0.401 0.087 0.178 LoKL NA 

B14 0.406 0.231 0.505 0.313 -0.029 0.062 LoKL NA 

B15 0.567 0.264 0.683 0.376 0.350 0.400 LoKM DLH 

B16 0.549 0.204 0.567 0.208 0.249 0.259 LoKL NA 

B17 0.821 0.647 0.941 0.756 0.351 0.521 LoKH DLM 

*NA (not applicable)- bridges, for which the estimated coherence between SAR images from the time period 1 (TP1) was low 

were classified as those having Low Level of Knowledge (LoKL) and thus were excluded from further analysis. Three DL 

(damage levels) were defined for assets, see more details in Table 3, Figures 10-11. 
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(a) 

 
(b)  

Figure 8. Change of coherence values within the estimated period (before and after the damage): (a) maximum 

values for local damage characterisation, (b) mean values, for global damage characterisation. Dashed lines 

correspond to bridges with greatest coherence changes. Time period 1 (TP1) includes temporal dataset before the 

beginning of destruction (between 19/01/2022 and 12/02/2022), while time period 2 (TP2), corresponds to dataset 

of extensive shelling (between 12/02/2022 and 01/04/2022). 

The Coherent Change Detection (CCD) approach is used for post-disaster damage assessment derived from the 

difference between the coherence products before (TP1) and after the onset of the war (TP2) (see section 3.2). Based 

on this approach, CCD values were used as the identifier of how much the period of extensive destruction, e.g., 

missile attacks to infrastructure between February and March 2022, resulted in bridge damage along the Irpin river.  

However, as mentioned above, damage detection and evaluation were not possible for all assets of the case study. 

Thus, the LoK was coined as the criterion to exclude assets for which the information does not provide the required 
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accuracy, see Figures 8 and 9, where different ranges of reliability are clearly indicated. Bridges with values of 

LoK<0.4, were neglected during damage evaluation, as this data were not reliable for assessing the level of damage 

(for instance for B4, B8, B10-B14, B16). 

 

Figure 9. Coherence Change Detection (CCD) and level of knowledge (LoK) for the bridges studied. CCDLOC 

values correspond to the maximum CCD for the area of the asset and local damage. CCDGL values correspond to 

the mean destruction within the area of the analysed structure. NA (not applicable) indicates bridges, for which 

the estimated coherence between SAR images from the time period 1 (TP1) was low. These assets were classified 

as those having Low Level of Knowledge (LoKL) and, thus, were excluded from further analysis. 

Based on the CCD values shown in Table 2, the damage of each asset was evaluated. For this purpose, three 

damage levels (DL) were defined, i.e. DLL (low), DLM (moderate), and DLH (high) based on the CCDLOC and CCDGL. 

Thus, each asset was assigned with an index, linked to its damage level (DL) and bridges can be grouped according 

to the level of damage (DL) with the use of assumed approximate ranges (see Table 3). 

Table 3. Damage characterisation of infrastructure assets (bridges) based on CCD. 

DL CCDLOC (Max) CCDGL Colour 

legend 

Description 

DLH (High) 0.5-1.0 0.4-1.0  Severe/Complete damage: Complete destruction of 

the structure or of some of its components.  

DLM (Moderate) 0.35-0.5 0.3-0.4  Moderate/Extensive damage: Considerable damage 

in some of the components.  

DLL (Low) 0.0-0.35 0.0-0.3  No/Minor damage: General deterioration, signs of 

slight damage.  

The maximum coherence changes (CCDLOC) signify the greatest changes within the bridge deck plan view 

area, referring to a small portion of the deck (below 30%). This explains why CCDLOC was coined here to represent 

local damage, e.g., damage of one span of a multi-span bridge, or damage of one structural component, while rest 

of the bridge is unaffected (see Figures 10 a,b,c). Local damage is different from global damage that is expressed 

by CCDGL values (Figures 10 d,e,f). Global damage is the mean coherence difference, that refers to entire plan view 

of the bridge, i.e. the area visible from the satellite. For instance, low or medium CCDGL results indicate general 

deterioration of the bridge: road pavement damage, concrete crushing, and spalling. Therefore, different levels at 
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both local and global scales could serve as the prerequisite for evaluation of remaining capacity of the bridge, both 

structural and traffic. 

CCDLOC  CCDGL  

 
(a) DLL (Low)-low local damage, affecting small part of the 

plan area (e.g. 30 % of the plan area)  

 
(d) DLL (Low)-low damage affecting the large part of plan 

area (e.g. over 70 % of the plan area) 

 
(b) DLM (Moderate)-moderate local damage, affecting small 

part of the plan area (e.g. 30 % of the plan area) 

 
(e) DLM (Moderate)-moderate damage affecting the large 

part of plan area (e.g. over 70 % of the plan area) 

 
(c) DLH (High)-extensive local damage, affecting the small 

part of the plan area (e.g. 30 % of the plan area) 

 
(f) DLH (High)- extensive damage affecting the large part of 

the plan area; global collapse (e.g. over 70 % of the plan 

area) 

Figure 10. Illustration of different types of damage level (DL), identified by (a,b,c) CCDLOC and (d,e,f) CCDGL. 

Continuous line red circles indicate CCDLOC values, corresponding to local damage and continuous line blue 

circles outline CCDGL values, associated with global damage that affects most of the area of the bridge deck. The 

dashed line circles indicate potential damage which may not be verifiable by satellite imagery. 

Changes in coherence within two pre-damage and two pre- and post-damage images were employed for 

characterising the level of asset damage, as per section 3.2. The results for the CCDLOC and CCDGL between two 

pairs of images are given in columns 6 and 7 of Table 2. Figure 11 shows the CCD for the analysed bridges. To 

translate these CCD values into damage, CCDLOC values correspond to the greatest change of coherence, localised 

in specific areas across the entire plan view area of the asset. Thus, CCDLOC indicates extensive local damage of the 

bridge. In contrast, high CCDGL values indicate global damage affecting the largest part of the asset plan view area. 

For example, if a bridge is damaged locally by shelling, which however has not affected the entire bridge, this will 

lead to a high value of CCDLOC and a lower value of CCDGL. To translate these CCD values into damage, CCDLOC 

values correspond to the greatest change of coherence, localised in specific areas across the entire plan view area 

of the asset. Thus, CCDLOC indicates extensive local damage of the bridge. In contrast, high CCDGL values indicate 

global damage affecting the largest part of the asset’s plan view area.  

1.0m 1.0m

1.0m 1.0m

1.0m

1.0m
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(a)       (b) 

Figure 11. CCD values within the estimated period (before and after the disaster): (a) maximum CCDLOC values, 

corresponding to localised damage of the bridge, (b) CCDGL values, indicating the mean destruction affecting a 

large part of the area. DL is the damage level characterisation: L (low), M (medium) and H (high) (see Table 3). 

During the analysis, limitations were identified relating to the (a) spatial resolution of the satellite, (b) 

sequence of events, (c) line of sight. Geospatial datasets and GIS environment were utilised for additional 

illustration of potentially disrupted areas on bridges identified at asset scale (Appendix A, Figures A.3-A.5). Also, 

some examples of damage detection and evaluation for assets of LoKH that have the most extensive destruction 

(DLH) are shown in Figure 12.  

 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 
(c) 
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(d) 

Figure 12. Damage characterisation, demonstrating High LoK: (a) B1- DLH, (b) B2- DLH, (c) B9-DLH, (d) B17-

DLM. Red points indicate two end nodes of the bridge (see Table A.1 in Appendix A). Approximate dimensions of 

damaged bridge area are provided. Red pixels highlight zone of the asset with DLH. Additional results for bridges 

with Low and Medium DL are given in the Appendix A, Figures A.3-A.5 

Geospatial datasets were used for the validation of the damage level at asset scale. The cross-validation 

applied in this research entails the comparison of the CCD damage characterisation results outlined with the high 

spatial resolution images obtained by Google Earth Pro. The latter provides details on roads, buildings, and other 

infrastructure. These data served in this paper as an additional visual validation of the results, as per Figure 13. The 

images on the left were captured before the damage, while the images on the right were taken from March and April 

2022. Thus, visual comparison between photos of assets, obtained before the beginning of shelling (October, 

February 2022) and after the period of the most extensive destruction in the region (April, March 2022) demonstrate 

an excellent agreement with the results outlined above.  

   
(a) B1: LoKH; DLH; CCDGL=0.523; CCDLOC=0.623  

(on the right a temporary diversion route was constructed to bypass the bridge) 
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(b) B2: LoKH; DLH; CCDGL=0.499; CCDLOC=0.540 

   
(c) B9: LoKH; DLH; CCDGL=0.666; CCDLOC=0.730 

   
(d) B17: LoKH; DLM; CCDGL=0.351; CCDLOC=0.521 (on the right a temporary diversion route was constructed to 

bypass the bridge) 

Figure 13. High spatial resolution images from Google Earth Pro used to validate the damage characterisation of 

bridges B1, B2, B9 and B17 as per Sentinel-1 coherence and CCD products. 

Thus, damage evaluation at asset scale for assets of High LoK enabled to identify zones within the assets, 

with extensive damage. For instance, by incorporating additional data sources (e.g., from crowdsourcing, geospatial 
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datasets) dimensions of bridges can be estimated (see Table A.1 in Appendix A) and the area (size) of the damaged 

zone for each of assets can be calculated (see Figure 12). This information is used to facilitate restoration strategies, 

utilising Goole Earth pro photos at different periods, for the damaged bridges (e.g., Figure 13), depending on, e.g., 

the location and type of bridge. In addition, Figures 12-13 illustrate useful information regarding the traffic 

disruption and corresponding impact on infrastructure operability in the region can be obtained from open-access 

sources. Hence, the extent of damage to a bridge directly correlates with the disruption to traffic flow. For instance, 

the destruction of B1 (see Figure 12a and Figure 13a) extends across the entire width of the bridge, resulting in the 

complete disruption of traffic on P30 highway, a regionally significant route traversing the territory of the Kyiv 

region with a total length of 6.4 km. In particular, the disruption of this transport route resulted in the isolation of a 

portion of the region from the capital city, Kyiv, leading to significant social and economic repercussions. Damage 

characterisation of the B1 bridge is investigated in more detail at component level (see section 4.3). Similarly, as 

B2 and B17 also are vital for the operability of international transport routes, their destruction causes crucial 

consequences for the logistics. Thus, the open access geospatial datasets were used to analyse the impact of 

inoperability of each of bridges on overall infrastructure (see more details in Appendix A). It can be summarized 

that the integration of damage evaluation results from diverse data sources supports efficient restoration planning 

and execution for hazard-affected regions, aiding in minimizing downtime, optimizing traffic flow, and expediting 

the reinstatement of traffic capacity through effective stakeholder coordination and implementation of traffic 

management strategies. 

 

4.3 Component scale damage assessment 

When asset scale assessment based on CCD is not adequate for designing restoration strategies, damage 

characterisation at component scale is required. Here, the component scale automatic damage assessment for B1 

with LoKH and DLH was conducted. In doing so, open access platforms such as Damage In UA [84], the data 

available at [85] and [86] were used to obtain links to trustworthy sources with images of bridge for damage 

detection. Using the methodology described in Section 3.4, for the selected bridge B1, two automated computer 

vision tasks were performed. (a) Instance segmentation of affected bridges for component detection and 

classification, (b) Instance segmentation for defect detection, location, and classification for the following 

categories (e.g., crack) damage characterisation. 

The outputs of SAM and Grounded-SAM are shown in Figure 14. Firstly, the input images undergo mask 

extraction using SAM everything mode. The visual representation of SAM segmentation results is showcased in 

the second row, while the individual mask outcomes are presented in the third row. Subsequently, employing 

Grounding DINO [93], labels were matched with the obtained masks, excluding masks below the recognition 

threshold from display, and the results are displayed in the Grounded-SAM row. Additionally, all labels extracted 

from the masks, and some other descriptive words from Grounding DINO are presented in the ‘tags’ row. 

In contrast to the common bridge component recognition research, severe damage conditions introduce two 

challenges: firstly, the background for detection becomes highly intricate. Secondly, there is uncertainty of 

occlusion affecting the bridge (see Figure 15a). Therefore, Grounded-SAM is initially employed for an initial 

general detection task (Figure 15b), with the objective of identifying the specific mask corresponding to the bridge 

(see Figure 15c). Subsequently, the masks intersecting with the bridge are filtered, pixels within these masks are 

removed, and Stable Diffusion is employed to fill in the erased areas (Figure 15d). At the same time, the original 

bridge subject is extracted from the image, and any remaining areas are replaced with a white mask (Figure 15e). 

This process effectively eliminates intricate backgrounds and occlusions unrelated to the bridge subject. The 

repaired bridge mask is extracted from the background once again (Figure 15g). 
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Images 

  
   

SAM 

  
   

Masks 

  
   

Grounded-

SAM 

  
   

Tags 

bridge, construction site, crowd, 

crowded, debris, destruction, collect, 

person, mud, overpass, remain, rubble, 

stand, train track 

accident, bumper, car, crash, damage, debris, 

destruction, trench, drive, highway, road, 

vehicle 

Figure 14. The outputs of SAM and Grounded-SAM for damage detection (e.g. crack) of bridge at component 

level. 
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(a) Image 

 
(e) Bridge Capture and Crack 

Detection 
 

 

 
(f) Training Set for Crack 

Detection [96] 
 

 

 
(g) Bridge Capture 

 
(h) Instance Segmentation for 

Component Level based on SAM-

generated mask 

 

 

 

 

 

 
(i) Training Set for Component 

Level Detection (Tokaido dataset) 
 

 

 

 

 

 
(j) Instance Segmentation for 

Component Level based on Repaired 

SAM-generated mask 

 
(b) SAM Result 

 
(c) Grounded-SAM (general 

detection) 

 
(d) Stable Diffusion for 

Occlusion Repair 

Figure 15. Combined component and damage detection for B1 bridge. 

For the extracted bridge masks that has not been repaired, the crack detection task will be performed using a 

dedicated mode. This crack detection model has been trained on a dataset of approximately 3000 images (Figure 

15f) and utilises the query-based learnable prompt SAM algorithm mentioned in section 3.4 [92] as shown in Figure 

15e. The occlusion repaired bridge undergoes bridge component detection tasks. The model employed here is also 

self-prompting SAM, trained on the Tokaido dataset [96], illustrated in Figure 15i. As shown in Figure 15h and 15j, 

the component detection result significantly improves after the occlusion repairs. Upon completing both the crack 

detection and bridge component recognition tasks, a simple matching process is carried out to determine the location 

of the cracks within specific bridge components. This approach enabled automatic damage detection based on the 

importance of bridge components. For instance, the crack was detected in the critical for structural integrity 

component (pier) (Figure 15e), providing evidence of the severe deterioration of the asset. Thus, the CV 

technologies at component scale have shown the outstanding capability to enhance automatic damage detection, 

following the general tiered multi-scaled approach presented in this paper. 
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5. Conclusions 

An integrated multi-tier framework for automatic infrastructure damage characterisation at different scales 

(regional, asset and component) using openly available data is introduced and applied to damaged infrastructure 

assets. The proposed methodology facilitates the prompt detection of damage during disaster assessment and 

rehabilitation efforts. Automatically and precisely detecting and characterising damages following human-induced 

disasters poses a challenging yet vital endeavour. From regional to asset and to component scales, the assessment 

of critical infrastructure affected by threats is performed, using for the first time, a novel metric that relies on the 

change of interferometric coherence (CCD). The new methodology, depending on the level of knowledge, which 

relates to the reliability of the data, characterises infrastructure damage level based on measurements of CCD, 

representing either local (CCDLOC) or global damage (CCDGL). CCD values are then correlated with three distinctive 

damage levels, to then be validated by high-resolution images. To characterise damage at the component scale, we 

utilised advanced computer vision techniques. By extracting the mask of the bridge main body and repairing 

occluded areas, we successfully achieved defect recognition and localisation for each bridge component, enabling 

comprehensive damage characterisation.  

This methodology is valuable for the rapid assessment and decision making for the reconstruction of critical 

infrastructure. The framework is applicable to regions that have been affected by threats, such as climate hazards 

and human-induced damage, when the scale of the damage is significant in terms of intensity and extent and/or 

when accessibility is impossible, e.g., flooded areas or war zones. This is because the only way to restore damaged 

infrastructure is to know beforehand the size and extend of destruction, and this information can only be provided 

by damage level characterisation. Limitations in damage assessment at regional and asset scales using Sentinel-1 

images were identified including constraints relating to the spatial resolution of the satellite, challenges associated 

with the sequence of events, consideration regarding the line of sight. However, the feasibility of this approach was 

substantially increased by integrating disparate data sources for precise timing, elimination of weather and line of 

site impacts and overcoming considerable class imbalance in urban environments. 

Automatic integration of stand-off observations and open-access information from disparate sources into 

recovery planning was proven to enable an informed response to hazards, facilitating expeditious decision-making 

processes for infrastructure development and the design of efficient restoration strategies. 
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Appendix A 

A.1. The research-related nomenclature and open-access data sources  

Human-induced hazards/Anthropogenic disasters (this paper) are catastrophic events caused or significantly 

influenced by human activities, causing potential threats to the environment, the society, and infrastructure. This 

study is focused on the group of such accidents, integrating destructions caused by terrorist attacks, military activ-

ities, and hostilities at conflict-prone territories. These hazards can have severe consequences for human popula-

tions, infrastructure, and the environment, encompassing a range of threats, and their impacts can be both immediate 

and long-lasting. Addressing war-induced hazards requires comprehensive efforts, including conflict prevention, 

peacebuilding, humanitarian assistance, and post-conflict reconstruction. 

The Level of Knowledge (LoK) (in this paper): the proposed parameter for estimation of reliability of damage 

detection at asset scale. As the study is focused on sources of data, freely accessible during the hostilities, the utilised 

Sentinel-1 imaginary reveal certain limitations. Thus, all the assets were classified, according to three Levels of 

Knowledge: low (LoKL), medium (LoKM), and high (LoKH), identifying the applicability of the approach. Classifi-

cation of assets was mostly based on the engineering judgement and is the first of such kind in international litera-

ture. The main principle of the proposed data quality assessment and classification was laid in assessment of coher-

ence values between 2 images for the first time period (TP), covering close datasets. Although such approach is not 

widely used, there some studies, aiming to assess the quality of the Sentinel data according to coherence between 2 

images [88],[102],[103],[104] 

The Damage Level (DL) (this paper): the proposed classification of assets based on the change of coherence be-

tween the pairs of images from two datasets. Structures were classified in damage levels: DLL (low), DLM (moder-

ate), DLH (high). 

Coherence products analysed in this case study:  

• local (γLOC)- indicates the maximum coherence, which was possible to indicate for the pair of images;  

• global (γGL)- indicates the range, for which 95% of the data is within two standard deviations (2σ) of the 

mean value.  

The deployment of two types of products was motivated by the fact that the coherence of an image varies from area 

to area or even between individual pixels. Hence, the coherence image can be used to assess the quality variation 

of an interferogram over the analysed area, similarly as discussed in [102]. Thus, the brighter areas on the coherence 

products correspond to higher coherence (e.g. γ>0.7) and the dark areas correspond to lower coherence (e.g. γ<0.5) 

(see Fig. A.1). To ensure the substantial quality of the products utilised, the histogram of the coherence image is 

used, demonstrating which ratio of pixels in the assessed area fall under the high (medium) coherence level (e.g. 

γGL>0.7(0.5)), thus being applicable for damage evaluation. At this stage, possible areas with low coherence 

(γGL<0.5) can be identified and neglected from further processing and damage evaluation. (e.g. Figure A.1.b)). 
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A.2. Open-access data sources for crowdsourcing 

OpenStreetMap (OSM) [83] is a publicly accessible dataset providing geospatial data in global scale that are 

related with land uses, transportation networks, and infrastructures. This dataset undergoes continuous updates from 

users worldwide, making it an important source of geospatial information for both commercial and research appli-

cations. Launched in 2004, OSM allows anyone contribute by adding new data, correcting existing information, or 

enhancing details about specific locations. OSM plays a crucial role in humanitarian efforts by providing up-to-date 

maps for disaster-stricken areas. Volunteers often contribute by mapping affected regions to aid disaster response 

and recovery. 

Damage In UA us a project that collects, evaluates, and analyses information on material losses of citizens and the 

state from the war with Russia. Since the first days of the war, in February 2022, the project has been implemented 

by the Kyiv School of Economics (KSE) in cooperation with the Office of the President of Ukraine, the Ministry 

of Economy, the Ministry of Reintegration of the Temporarily Occupied Territories, and the Ministry of Infrastruc-

ture of Ukraine[84]. 

The Eyes on Russia. The Centre for Information Resilience (CIR) is a nonprofit social enterprise committed to 

combating disinformation, exposing human rights abuses, and addressing online behaviour harmful to women and 

minorities. In January 2022, CIR initiated the Eyes on Russia project with the purpose of gathering and verifying 

various media types, including videos, photos, and satellite imagery, related to the war in Ukraine. The primary 

objective was to offer journalists, NGOs, policymakers, and the public access to authenticated and trustworthy 

information. Since its inception, the Eyes on Russia project has facilitated collaborative research within the broader 

OSINT (Open-Source Intelligence) community, including entities such as Bellingcat and GeoConfirmed, with the 

support of Advance Democracy, Inc. The database housing verified information is a collective effort of this com-

munity. The verified information is compiled in a database and presented on the Russia-Ukraine Monitor Map, with 

the singular aim of delivering timely and reliable information on the repercussions of the war and its people. In an 

effort to enhance the functionality of the original map, initially developed and maintained with assistance from 

MapHub, CIR partnered with C4ADS to create an updated version of the Eyes on Russia Map. C4ADS, a nonprofit 

organization dedicated to countering illicit networks that pose threats to global peace and security, collaborated 

with the Eyes on Russia project to produce a new iteration of the map. This updated version aims to expand the 

capabilities for researchers, allowing them to set search terms and interact with the map in ways that advance their 

analytical efforts. [85] 

UADamage is an AI-driven Geographic Information System (GIS) platform designed for the automated analysis 

of remote sensing data obtained from satellites and drones. Employing computer vision techniques, the platform 

identifies building boundaries within images and assesses the extent of damage by segmenting each point in the 

drone or satellite imagery. An impressive technological advancement is achieved through the determination of the 

building height. The platform calculates the relative height of each pixel within the building in the image. Based on 

the damage category, the combination of pixel height and building area parameters enables the calculation of the 

volume for each individual structure [86].  
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure A.1. Coherence products for evaluation of satellite imaginary quality for damage evaluation: (a) coher-

ence products for the whole area of the Sentinel image and (b) corresponding coherence values and histogram for 

the localised area of the asset (after subset application). E.g.in (b) most of the pixels within the assessed area 

have values of lower than 0.5, while the maximum γLOC=0.85). Thus, the products do not have the substantial 

quality for damage evaluation. 
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Figure A.2. Workflow for damage characterisation at regional (R) and asset (A) scale based on four phases: 

Phase 1 (grey-dashed box): data preparation with the use of satellite and geospatial datasets, including location 

and geometry data of critical assets, residing within the boundaries of the selected study area; Phase 2 (red-

dashed box): data pre-processing using satellite datasets, including generation of the Coherence products (e.g. 

Sentinel-1 SAR SLC images); Phase 3 (yellow-dashed box): main data processing, including estimation of Coher-

ent Change Detection (CCD) and development of a semi-automated method for the damage detection on infra-

structure assets, e.g. bridges; and Phase 4 (blue-dashed box): damage evaluation at asset scale using CCD. 
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Table A.1. List of assets, coordinates, and types of structures in the case study area 

Asset ID Length/Width (m) Type Lon, Lat  

   end node 1 end node 2 

1 90/24 Bridge  
50°29'29.680" N  

30°15'28.934" E 

50°29'27.063" N 

30°15'33.716" E 

2 140/27 Bridge  
50°33'12.613" N  

30°17'8.608" E 

50°33'12.017" N 

30°17'2.319" E 

3 85/10 Bridge  
50°23'28.229" N 

30°13'5.070" E 

50°23'28.590" N 

30°13'3.212" E 

4 35/8 Bridge 
50°39'51.805" N 

30°16'51.514" E 

50°39'52.292" N 

30°16'50.869" E 

5 36/9.9 Bridge 
50°11'50.698" N 

29°50'10.434" E 

50°11'52.097" N 

29°50'10.523" E 

6 155/10 Bridge +Dam  
50°44'36.703" N 

30°22'8.149" E 

50°44'40.140" N 

"30°22'6.879" E 

 

7 41/9 Bridge 
50°36'39.687" N 

30°16'50.213" E 

50°36'39.872" N 

30°16'49.264" E 
 

8 60/19 Bridge 
50°42'44.851" N 

30°20'22.571" E 

50°42'49.559" N 

30В°20'19.429"E 
 

9 87/11 Bridge 
50°15'0.959" N 

29°59'59.243 " E 

50°15'1.344" N 

29°59'58.128" E 
 

10 34/4.5 
Bridge + 

Embankment 

50°18'11.437" N 

30°4'49.621" E 

50°18'12.102" N 

30°4'49.269" E 
 

11 25/4.2 Bridge + Weir 
50°27'25.228" N 

30°14'12.463" E 

50°27'24.733" N 

30°14'13.572" E 
 

12 23/7 
Bridge + 

Embankment 

50°16'20.038" N 

30°2'32.858" E 

50°16'20.753" N  

30°2'32.248" E 
 

13 24/2 Bridge 
50°22'49.958" N 

30°11'12.009" E 

50°22'50.667" N 

30°11'12.114" E 

 

14 25/3 Bridge 
50°17'16.262" N 

30°3'31.742" E 

50°17'16.219" N 

30°3'33.732" E 
 

15 22/8 Bridge 
50°12'52.507" N 

29°52'49.863" E 

50°12'52.984" N 

29°52'49.809" E 
 

16 15/4 Bridge 
50°12'26.815" N 

29°57'31.024" E 

50°12'27.351" N 

29°57'31.782" E  
 

17 173/30 Bridge 
50°26'50.775" N 

30°14'7.284" E 

50°26'50.593" N 

30°14'4.834" E 
 

18 - - 
50°11'50.983" N 

29°50'13.511" E 

50°11'50.119" N 

29°50'13.293" E 
 

19 - - 
50°20'4.443" N 

30°8'49.324" E 

50°20'4.432" N 

30°8'48.161" E 
 

20 - - 
50°23'49.212" N 

30°13'0.984"E 

50°23'49.561" N 

30°13'1.949" E 

 

21 - - 
50°33'44.500" N 

30°17'1.994"E 

50°33'44.521" N 

30°17'3.120" E 
 

22 9/1.5 Culvert 
50°12'47.631" N 

29°50'16.278" E 

50°12'48.601" N  

29°50'15.890" E 
 

23 5/3 Culvert 
50°12'41.549" N 

29°50'11.457" E 

50°12'41.876" N 

29°50'10.381" E 
 

24 7/3  Culvert 
50°12'53.803" N 

29°52'6.471" E 

50°12'53.443" N 

29°52'6.631" E 
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A.3. Illustration of different LoK and DL 

This section includes details on damage assessment of 17 bridges (asset scale) at different levels of data relia-

bility (LoK) and DL. Figure A.3 shows high level of reliability of results (assets with High LoK), Figure A.4 

demonstrates medium level of reliability of results (assets with Medium LoK). Although assets with the lowest LoK 

(due to low resolution or small size) were excluded from analysis in the paper, they are presented in Figure A.5 in 

order to illustrate the possible limitation of the method. 

 

(a)      (b) 

 

(c)                                                                        (d) 

 

(e) 

Figure A.3. Damage evaluation at asset scale with LoKH: (a) B1 with DLH; (b) B2 with DLH; (c) B6 with DLL; (d) 

B9 with DLH; (e) B17 with DLH  
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(a)                                                              (b) 

 

(c)                                                              (d) 

Figure A.4. Damage evaluation at asset scale with LoKM: (a) B3 with DLM; (b) B5 with DLL; (c) B7 with DLL; (d) 

B15 with DLM 
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(c) (b) 

 

 ©                                                              (d) 

 

 (e)                                                                  (f) 

 

 (k)                                                                  (g) 

Figure A.5. Cases with LoKL at asset scale, which demonstrate the limitation in applying the methodology for 

damage assessment: (a) B4, (b) B8; (c) B10; (d) B11; (e) B12; (f) B13; (k) B14; (g) B16. 
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A.4 Analysis of assets damage impact on infrastructure operability (example for B1, B2, B9, B17) 

Integration of information from disparate open access data sources provides reliable evidence-based 

prioritisation strategies and decision making for the restoration of entire regions. Here a more detailed discussion is 

given on the analysis, which can be performed based on Figures 12 and 13 (see paper). 

For instance, the destruction of B1 (see Figure 12a and Figure 13a extends across the entire width of the 

bridge, resulting in the complete disruption of traffic on P30 highway, a regionally significant route traversing the 

territory of the Kyiv region with a total length of 6.4 km. In particular, the violation of this transport route resulted 

in the isolation of a portion of the region from the capital city, Kyiv, leading to significant social and economic 

repercussions. Damage characterisation of the B1 bridge is investigated in more detail at component level (see 

section 4.3).  

Bridge B2 ensures the operability of: (i) M07 highway of international importance, 496.7 km long, connecting 

Kyiv, Kovel and checkpoint "Yagodin" (border with Poland) and (ii) the European road route E373, passing through 

the territory of Ukraine and Poland, connecting Kyiv, Korosten, Sarny, Kovel, Yagodyn (Ukraine), Dorogusk, 

Kholm, Piaski, Lublin (Poland). Thus, the destruction of this asset can lead to the capital of Ukraine being cut-off 

from an international transport corridor of extreme importance and severely disrupt the busy logistic route, which 

is internationally important. However, the damage assessment of B2 at asset scale (see Figure 12b and Figure 13b), 

suggests that only one traffic lane is affected. Therefore, this route can still be used to a limited extent to fulfil 

logistical requirements for economic and social sectors. 

For B9 (see Figure 12c and Figure 13c), it is evident that although the damage level for this asset is high, the 

destruction is actually located near the bridge abutment, which is in the coastal zone. Hence, the restoration process 

for this asset is expected to be relatively easy. Also, it is noteworthy, that no traffic routes of regional or international 

importance pass through this bridge; instead, it mainly serves to connect small towns in the Kyiv region such as 

Yablunivka, Pereviz, and Leonivka. Given these factors, it can be assumed that the restoration of this asset is of 

lower priority in the overall rehabilitation strategy of the region, as the closure of this route is likely to result in 

lower indirect losses. 

Finally, bridge B17 serves as a critical passage for the longest European highway, E40, 8,500 km long, 

connecting the French city of Calais through Belgium, Germany, Poland, Ukraine, Russia, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, 

Turkmenistan and Kyrgyzstan with the Kazakh city of Ridder. It is obvious that the disruption to operability of this 

asset can have significant impacts on trade, tourism, and overall economic activity, underscoring its critical 

importance. Hence, from the damage evaluation at asset and regional scale the damage on the bridge deck was 

found on both lanes, thus causing the complete closure of the route. The deteriorated zone covers a comparatively 

small portion of the bridge area (DLM-see Figure 12d and Figure 13d); thus, it is likely that the restoration costs and 

downtime will be lower in this case and the emergency restoration measures can significantly reduce indirect loses.  

The application of damage evaluation results for decision making and prioritisation when developing the 

restoration strategy for the entire region, affected by the hazard, provided in this section, can be potentially utilised 

for other assets (e.g., buildings, structures). Such preliminary damage detection and evaluation at regional and asset 

level by combining disparate open-access data sources significantly facilitates rehabilitation process, minimising 

downtime and eliminating the impact on traffic flow and economic activities. Efficient planning and execution of 

restoration work, along with effective coordination between stakeholders, help expedite the reinstatement of traffic 

capacity. Additionally, measures may be taken to optimise traffic flow during the restoration period. This could 

include implementing alternative routes, temporary bypasses, or traffic management strategies to mitigate 

congestion and delays. 
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